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**Abstract**

Most references converge in that the recognition of creativity via symmetry and asymmetry relation is essential for the comprehension of the dualism of psyche. Particularly in opera, considered as a world of complexity where music and drama combine imagination and exaggeration harmonically, symmetry and asymmetry constitute an exercise of the psyche. Psychopathological cases described by psychoanalysis influenced opera composers and librettists of the 20th century. Balance between motivation of the unconscious and the forces of destiny in old guard protagonists’ like Bluebeard, Elektra and Wozzeck’s state of mind, comports with characters found in the operas of 60s and 70s like *Devils of Loudun* by Krzysztof Penderecki, *Nixon in China* by John Adams and *L’ Histoire du loup* by Georges Aperghis. Expressions of symmetry like the Spiegelcanon in György Ligeti’s *Le Grand Macabre*, the use of klang’s cancer inversions in Karlheinz Stockhausen’s *Licht* cycle, and general adoption of ideal analogies in melody, harmony, timbre and texture elaboration, awaken the subconscious need for symmetries found in nature, like axis symmetry, arithmetical progress and the golden mean.
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